March 30, 2020

To Our Valued and Committed Employees:

Since the crushing impact of COVID-19 has rocked our world, we’ve faced a new reality. The risks to our residents and to each employee are formidable, and it may seem as if there is no end in sight. However, your focus, bravery, and steadfastness, coupled with your staunch commitment to our Mission of Caring for a Lifetime, with competence, care and compassion, are inspirational. Like a firefighter on the front line of a raging forest fire, you show up to work and selflessly take on challenges every day, because that is what you are called to do. Whether you work as a clinician, a therapist, preparing and serving meals, cleaning and maintaining our facility, or supporting resident care in our offices, your individual and team efforts make a difference. We will emerge through this “fire” together and be stronger than ever because of what you do, every day, demonstrating that what we do is truly a special and sacred stewardship.

Heritage Park Nursing Center has truly extraordinary employees and we are deeply proud of each of you. Thank you for all you do!

With great appreciation,

Jacob Schlottman
Administrator